ADGREEN CARBON CALCULATOR:
QUICK START GUIDE FOR CONTRIBUTORS*

*ADVERTISING AGENCIES, PRODUCTION COMPANIES, SERVICE COMPANIES

Measuring the carbon impact of a project helps
tool users make informed decisions about where
to implement reductions - that’s why we created
the carbon calculator!

Keep an eye out for tips throughout the guide
Glossary words appear in bold - see the back of the deck for
full definitions.

Watch the ‘How To’ video to see how it’s done
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This contributor company guide covers:
• Who does what: understand where you fit in
• How to do it: learn the 4 step process
• Tips & tricks: collaborate and complete faster!
• Keeping it free: find out about AdGreen’s levy

STUFF TO KNOW…

The tool is free at the point of use thanks to levy
contributions from participating advertisers.
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WELCOME!
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For admins only
TAKE ME TO
THE TOOL!

For the PPPs

For the TPPPs

BEFORE YOU START:

YOU CAN ALSO…
A

REGISTER FOR
AN ACCOUNT

LOG IN

If you’re the first - congrats!
We’ll just need you to agree to the T&Cs on
behalf of the company, and to being an admin
(you can assign this to someone else later)

EDIT YOUR
ACCOUNT INFO

ADD, EDIT AND
DELETE USERS

WHO DOES WHAT
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All contributor company types have the ability to
act as a PPP on any given campaign.

Principal Production Partners (PPPs) are a type
of contributor. They are the principal supplier of
production services to the advertiser. Usually the
PPP is a creative agency but it could also be a
production company, if working direct to client.
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PPPs set up new campaigns and assign
reviewers: the brand, and production consultancy.
PPPs set up projects within the campaign, add
the activity forms for the line items in their budget,
and invite third party production companies
(TPPPs) so that they can contribute too.
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If you’re a production company working for a
creative agency, you’re the TPPP, not the PPP

Third Party Production Partners (TPPPs) are a
type of contributor. They are not the principal
supplier of production services to the advertiser.
Usually the TPPP is a production company or
production service company.
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Once the TPPP has been assigned to the existing
project by the PPP, they add activity forms for
the line items in their budget. Not been assigned?
Give them a nudge!
TPPPs can also assign other TPPP companies to
the project, so that they can contribute too.
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Reviewers are those not involved in organising
any activities for the project.
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Reviewers are assigned to campaigns by the
PPP.
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Reviewers do not create campaigns or
projects, and do not add any activity forms.
They solely view the footprint information, so that
they can be part of the conversation.
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When your company has been assigned to a
campaign, you’ll see it in your campaigns list
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HOW TO DO IT

Using your budget as a guide, add activity forms for the
relevant line items, to create a draft footprint. This will reveal
where the heavy carbon contributors are, and you can make
changes before you go into production. You can also include
the offset cost in your budget, and let suppliers know you will be
asking for information to complete your calculation.

ADD CAMPAIGN,
ASSIGN
REVIEWERS

If the reviewer doesn’t exist you can invite them by
email, and set up without them for now. You’ll need
to assign a brand before submitting for review. Email
the AdGreen team to set up those who don’t
already exist.
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ADD PROJECT
ASSIGN TPPPS

If the TPPP isn’t registered you can invite them by
email, and set up without them for now. Including
your TPPPs will help you share the load.
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1. PRE-PRODUCTION
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ADD ACTIVITY
FORMS FOR
BUDGETED ITEMS
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ADD, EDIT, DELETE
ACTIVITY FORMS

It might help to get information whilst on set

3. WRAPPING
3P
FINALISE THE
ACTIVITY FORMS

Ask your suppliers to help: let them know what info
you’ll need when booking ahead of the production
(e.g. units of electricity, vehicle types, mileage) and
ask them to include this on their invoices.
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2. IN PRODUCTION
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MARK YOUR
PORTION AS DONE

4. COMPLETE
The AdGreen team will review the project within 10 working days, checking for any errors or omissions.
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PROJECT
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ADGREEN MARKS
AS COMPLETE
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SUBMIT FOR
REVIEW

ADGREEN REVIEW
FOOTPRINT
NOTIFICATIONS SENT TO THE
PPP AND TPPP(S) -

ADGREEN
REQUESTS
AMENDMENTS

GO BACK TO STEP 3

TIPS & TRICKS

WHAT TO INCLUDE*…
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CREATIVE AGENCY
• Transport: client, agency, cast, product
• Accommodation: client, agency, cast
• Materials: evening meals if applicable
• Post-production: online, grade, music
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PRODUCTION COMPANY
• Transport: production, crew, kit
• Accommodation: production, crew
• Materials: meals, e.g. evening, if applicable
• Post-production: offline
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SERVICE PRODUCTION COMPANY
• Non filming spaces: casting and wardrobe spaces, hired
meeting rooms
• Filming spaces: studios and/or location power/generator fuel
• Transport: production, crew, kit
• Materials: paint, timber, meals catered, food product
• Disposal: recycling, composting and landfill waste

*This is just an example. If there is no service production company, this would likely be part of the
production company’s remit

AND NOT INCLUDE…
• Personnel (just include the food they eat, the way they travel, and
where they stay)
• Kit hire (just include how it travels and the power use for the
filming spaces where it’s charged/plugged in)
• Prop hire (just include how it travels)
• Individual props (there’s not enough carbon factors for these just
yet)
And if it’s not in your budget as a line item, we don’t need it, e.g.
your office electricity, water and heating.

Obtain meter readings, vehicle types, litres of paint
from your HODs and suppliers. Use movement
orders to obtain distances, and group entries
together for speed, e.g.
crew cars x 20 x return miles x shoot days

HOW ACTIVITIES IMPACT ON A FOOTPRINT
Flights really ramp things up - could you go
economy or by train? Send less people? Shoot
closer to home?

1-2 TONNES CO2E
For an average 1 day TVC shoot with 70 attendees
The actual amount could be lower eg. with veggie/vegan catering, less people,
LED lighting, renewable energy for filming spaces & post production
6.62 TONNES CO2E
Keep the shoot the same but add 10 economy flights from London to Barcelona,
plus accommodation and evening meals
35.7 TONNES CO2E
Swap the Barcelona flights for London to Cape Town, and this jumps up further

96.41 TONNES CO2E
If it’s still in Cape Town but flying business class and staying
in an upscale hotel
This is equal to the electricity use of 18 homes for
one year!

ALL THE VIDEOS…
STEP BY STEP
TOUR OF THE
TOOL

INFO FOR
SUPPLIERS

OTHER BITS N BOBS
READ THE FAQS

ATTEND A LIVE
Q&A EVENT

HOW TO VIDEOS

WHAT
REVIEWERS CAN
SEE

weareadgreen.org

USE THE DATA TO
MAKE DECISIONS

READ THE
METHODOLOGY

TAKE ME TO
THE TOOL!

QUICK-START FAQ’S
AdGreen are a small team and will respond to your request
as soon as possible. Bear with us!

Requested access to the Carbon Calculator tool as a
new company and not heard back yet?
Unsure if you should use AdGreen or
albert?

AdGreen are all about advertising and branded content. If you produce
unbranded content for television or film, please get in touch with albert.

Forgotten your password?

Want to submit your project for review but the brand isn’t
listed?

If you’re registered to use the tool, request a reset link here.
Check your junk mail – sometimes they go there…
To submit your project for review the campaign needs to
have a brand attached. If they’ve not joined from your invite,
AdGreen can add the brand - just email us.

Anything else? Check the FAQs.
If the answer isn’t there, drop us a line: support@weareadgreen.org

GLOSSARY
REVIEWER COMPANIES
Companies whose users and admins will view (not input) carbon activity data about campaigns to which
the company has been assigned (and the campaign’s associated projects). These are de ned as brand
parents, brands, production consultancies and advertising agency parents and holding companies.
CONTRIBUTOR COMPANIES
Companies whose users and admins will input and view carbon activity data about motion, stills and
audio projects to which the company has been assigned. These are de ned as advertising agencies,
production companies and service production companies. Each contributor company can act as either
the principal production partner (PPP) or the third-party production partner (TPPP) on any given
campaign. Privileges afforded to the contributor company depend on which role they are ful lling on a
particular campaign.
PRINCIPAL PRODUCTION PARTNER (PPP)
A role taken on by a contributor company on a particular campaign. The Principal Production Partner is
the principal supplier of production services to the advertiser, who will be billing them for said services.
In most cases this will be an advertising agency. In some cases, the PPP will be an in-house agency at
the advertiser, or could also be a production company, service production company, audio postproduction company or visual post-production company working directly with the advertiser.
PPP users and admins set up campaigns and assign reviewer companies. PPP users and admins also
set up projects within campaigns and assign TPPPs so that their users and admins can contribute
activity forms in order to generate a footprint for the project (and subsequently, the campaign).
THIRD-PARTY PRODUCTION PARTNER (TPPP)
A role taken on by a contributor company on a particular campaign (meaning they only see speci c
projects within the campaign, to which they have been assigned by the PPP).
A further production partner that the principal production partner has engaged to provide speci c
production services which they themselves do not specialise in. In most cases the 3rd party production
partner will be a production company contracted by an advertising agency. In some cases, the TPPP
will be a service production company, audio post-production company or visual post-production
company.
TPPPs users and admins contribute activity forms in order to generate a footprint for the project (and
subsequently, the campaign).
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USER
A role ful lled by an individual at any company using the tool. Every user belongs to at least one
company. A user can view every project they have personally created or been assigned to (and the
associated campaign details). A user can invite other users to the project or campaign as relevant.
If they are part of a contributor company, a user can also add activity forms to the project. If the company
they belong to is acting as the PPP on a particular campaign, they can also edit the campaign details
and assign reviewers, and edit the details of any project held with the campaign, and assign contributors.
They can also submit projects for audit.
ADMIN
A role ful lled by an individual at any company using the tool. Every user belongs to at least one
company. An admin can view every project the company has created or been assigned to (and the
associated campaign details). An admin can invite other users to the project or campaign as relevant.
The admin is responsible for managing the company’s users. They can also perform the functions of a
user.
CAMPAIGN
An entity to which projects belong. A campaign must be created before a project. Each campaign has its
own overview page, where varying detail of data is visible depending on the company the user / admin
belongs to.
PROJECT
Each project belongs to a campaign. A project can be de ned as audio, stills or motion. Each project has
its own overview page, where varying detail of data is visible depending on the company the user /
admin belongs to.
ACTIVITY FORM
Each activity undertaken as part of a project is logged on its own activity form, by the relevant contributor
company’s user or admin. Each activity falls under one of the activity areas: Non- lming spaces, Filming
spaces, Travel and Transport, Accommodation, Materials, Disposal, Post-Production.

KEEPING IT FREE

THE ADGREEN LEVY
To provide tools, resources and training free at the
point of use to the advertising production
community, a levy on applicable production spend
has been introduced, paid by participating
advertisers to their PPPs.

HOW IT WORKS
PPP REGISTERS AS
A LEVY COLLECTOR

Levy amount @ 0.25%

APPLICABLE
PRODUCTION SPEND

ADGREEN
COLLECTS LEVY
AMOUNTS
FROM PPPS
QUARTERLY

Full information in the levy guide.

PPP ADDS
LEVY TO BUDGET
AND RECEIVES
MONEY FROM
ADVERTISER

